Census 2020

Who is in the room?

What you need to know

Who cares about the census?

National Trends

State Trends

The Census equals $$

Fastest Growing Areas - The Villages, Florida
"Fewer people moving to California as more leave, new study finds" - New York had record-breaking population decline during pandemic.

I'm moving to Texas!
- Tesla
- Facebook (expansion)
- Hewlett Packard
- Amazon

Closer to home
- Eastern Shore in top 10 nationally (%)
- City of Huntsville biggest in the state
- Tuscaloosa and Auburn seeing significant growth

What you need to know
National Trends
State Trends
- The Census equals $$

How does the Census really work

Huntsville..............Birmingham..............Montgomery..............Pensacola
Mobile..............Orange Beach

Small Urban Area < 20,000
Large Urban Area > 200,000
Urban Cluster 5,000 - 50,000
Rural Area < 5,000
Contact Me

https://www.conexx.gov/programs-surveys/inp.html

Bryan K. Feir, P.E.
Local Transportation Bureau
Address: 1600 Coliseum Blvd, P.O. Box 331
Phone: 334-242-8098
E-mail: feirb@al.state.ua.us

Changes in Urbanized Area Boundaries